
The Challenge
Choosing to take an active hiking holiday, irritating 
sun-protectors could ruin the fun. Ewelina hoped to 
find an alternative to slapping on sunscreen lotion 
and sunglasses. 

Solution 
A professional skincare therapist had used Bluestone Sunshields and recommended the 
products. This tip from someone Ewelina trusted was enough for her to research further. She 
then decided to snap up this unique, chic sun protection. 

Protecting her skin was paramount to avoid sun damage and premature ageing.

The search was on for a safe, stylish alternative. Designers prioritise how something looks 
to be as important as how it feels…

Meet Ewelina Slusarek who works with 
interior designers at Maxfliz in Warsaw.

Ewelina has very fair skin with freckles. She is 
wary about skin damage as summer’s are 
becoming hotter all over Europe. Wearing 
sunglasses on a lotion ladened face could 
cause discomfort and distraction. 

Do you want fuss-free skin protection & 
wear chic style all day long?

Bluestone Sunshields provides a safe and versatile answer

“I wear it 6 hours 
every day, it’s perfect 
for me, everything I 
needed”
Ewelina Slusarek

“My number one priority is my skin, but I really like how they 
look. It’s important as I’m working with design”.



Results
Ewelina loved the look. The sporty design coupled with impressive UV protection was 
perfect. She could now ditch the lotion and sunglasses, and enjoy hiking. 

Ewelina has many admiring glances and comments. She is proud of the stylish 
protection and is happy to share the secret. The Sunshields come with a certified ANSI 
guarantee, and the style rocks.

Calm skin and relaxed eyes while using the product all day long. Enjoy a wide variety of 
styles and colours your friends will envy. Perfect for men & women.

The Bluestone Sunshields website was 
easy to navigate. It showcased a beautiful 
collection of different styles and colours. 
They include added protection against 
harmful UVA rays.

“I think it’s hard to find 
something similar as I never 
found it”

“It’s a mix because it’s like sunglasses and an SPF. Having the 
guaranteed protection was really important. You can even see 
better than with sunglasses”

“It’s important for me how it looks and the colours they’re nice. 
It’s very important”.

“My friends said OMG you look like ‘D.a.f.t P.u.n.k’ I want one! 
Everyone asks me…What is this? & Where do I get one?”

Order your Bluestone Sunshields Today
(while stocks last)

www.bluestonesunshields.eu     

Recommended by Top Dermatologists. Popular amongst celebrities
for skin-saving style at affordable prices.

bluestonesunshields.eu @bluestonesunshields.eu

https://bluestonesunshields.eu
https://www.facebook.com/bluestonesunshields.eu/
https://www.instagram.com/bluestonesunshields.eu/

